
Testing from Level 4 to 5 
Ideal age < 12 months

Distractions: 

Cues:

Treats: 

Category Dice # Demonstrate this skill: Command Done?

Impulse control 1-2 Dog stays off food on low table with handler out of sight for 2 minutes (Auto Leave It)

Impulse control 3-4 Dog waits in crate 5 minutes with door open & handler out of room Crate-(Auto Down Stay)

Impulse control 5-6 Dog gets excited then offers a settle (transition under 30 seconds) (Auto Settle)

Leash Manners Any Dog maintains loose leash while walking past food bowl & toys on ground several times

Nose targeting 1-3 Dog pushes open a door wide enough for handler & dog to pass through Nose It

Paw targeting 4-6 Dog closes a heavy drawer

*Dog should try first with nose then with paw when it doesn't work*

Nose It-Close It

Positioning 1-2 With handler seated, dog moves to within arms reach in any direction Closer

Positioning 3 Dog lays head on handler's legs for 30 seconds when handler is seated in chair & laying on floor - from 

left, right & front

Visit-(Auto Wait)

Positioning 4 Dog gently places paws on handler's legs & leans into handler's chest for 30 seconds when handler is 

seated - from left, right & front - then gets off on command

Lap-(Auto Wait)- Off

Positioning 5-6 With handler seated, dog turns around in front of handler, backs under chair & lays down Under

Down & Place 1-3 Dog down stays 5 minutes with handler 20' away & walking around with back turned Down-Stay

Down & Place 4-6 Dog goes to place from 10' away & stays 3 minutes, then leaves on command Place-(Auto Down Stay)

Sits & Stands 1-3 Dog sit stays 1 minute with handler 20' walking around 20' away Sit-Stay

Sits & Stands 4-6 Dog stand stays for 3 minutes at handler's side Stand-Stay

Recall 1-3 Recalls away from another person petting them 20' away; remain with handler 10 seconds following 

recall

*Handler may use additional gestures as encouragement*

Come

Recall 4-6 Recalls away from another person feeding them 10' away; remain with handler 10 seconds

*Handler may use additional gestures as encouragement*

Come

Retrieving 1-3 Dog takes a bag from a stranger, carries it 20' while walking alongside handler, then releases onto floor Take-Hold-Drop It

Retrieving 4-6 Dog takes object from handler's hand, holds 1 minute, then releases object onto floor

*Dog holds object in sit, down & stand positions with a break between each position*

Take-Hold-Drop It

Trainer Provided Equipment: Crate, Toy, Food bowl, Mat, Bag/Purse

Tester Provided Equipment: Timer, Covered food, Location has low table & drawer, 2 Retrieve Objects

Verbal Only, except where otherwise noted

1 treat may be used for each skill, but handler cannot have the treats on them

Medium/close or Large/further-away distractions. Food on nearby chair or on floor, ball thrown, neutral dog walking, strangers talking, etc.


